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Executive Summary 
Upon the team’s arrival at Firm O, it was quickly noted that brands SOLD and SONO 

combined comprised a favorable Sonite market share of 28.8%. After eight periods, remaining 

solely in the Sonite market, and introducing a new brand named SOCO, the firm secured a total 

Sonite market share in dollars and units of 42.6% and 38% respectively. Based on share price 

index, the firm placed second in the overall market at a value of $2,728. Altogether, the firm 

produced the best cumulative ROI multiplier at 5.75x, and achieved a 5% annual growth rate. 

Though our firm focused on providing readily available quality products, the team 

determined that a premium pricing strategy would be the most successful method in attempts at 

capturing the majority of the Sonite market. The introduction of SOCO was consequently due to 

the perceived gap in the market for consumers who wanted a mid-ranged product in terms of 

economy, convenience and performance. The firm introduced brand SOCO early enough to 

market allowing it to be modified accordingly and prove successful. In the final period of market 

activity, SOCO exceeded production targets and resulted in a sales increase of 145% and an 

increase in net contribution of approximately 225%. 

Among few others, there was one key decision that prevented us from having the 

opportunity to secure first place. This most critical strategic misstep was not entering the Vodite 

market. Research for a Vodite product was conducted in period six, partially due to the 

impressive results firm E illustrated. Nevertheless, following consideration of a number of 

factors including timing, cost, and the introduction of another brand, by firm E, the decision was 

made to shelve the firm’s VUCK project and place a renewed focus on the Sonite market. The 

decision not to enter this market ended up benefiting us - it allowed us to concentrate on the 

Sonite market, and maximize our Share Price Index.


